


EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In a public relations campaign that evokes the image of Orwellian “newspeak,” theDepartment of Homeland Security has announced a long list of accomplishments inimproving national security while at the same time it has adopted a number of measuresthat represent a significant backsliding on national security. If only the rhetoric is heard,the public may think its safety is in good hands. If, however, recent actions concerning theillegal alien population and the flow of foreign nationals into and out of the country areexamined, a very different picture emerges.
The areas in which rhetoric and action widely diverge include:
� Awillingness to abandon progress on implementation of a secure identification systembased on state-issued driver’s licenses using national standards for verification of“breeder” documents and electronic exchange of information among the states andthe federal government.
� Restriction of federal-local cooperation in the apprehension of foreigners illegally inthe country.
� Abandonment of a system to discourage further illegal immigration based on curtailingjob opportunities for those in the country illegally.
� Pursuit of an amnesty for foreigners illegally in the country which will work at cross-purpose to efforts to gain greater border control by deterring illegal immigration.
While talking toughness on national security, the Obama Administration appears to give ahigher priority to its relationship with narrow political interest groups that it courted inthe last election than to reducing the nation’s exposure to the threat of internationalterrorism. And, while President Obama’s efforts to assure foreigners around the globe thatAmericans are their friends is commendable, it is no substitute for enhanced homelandsecurity.
If the Obama Administration were seriously interested in advancing national security, itwould:
� Reverse course and welcome the assistance of local jurisdictions that aggressivelyidentify illegal aliens for deportation.
� Push for the E-Verify system to be adopted as a national requirement for all employersand all workers. In the meantime, implementation of the “no-match” letter screeningsystem would represent a significant deterrent to the mass illegal immigration thatcompromises border security.



� Withdraw support for an amnesty for illegal aliens and, thereby, convey the messageabroad that the United States is serious about enforcing its immigration laws.
� Rapidly pursue implementation of a comprehensive electronic database that matchesentry and departure of foreign visitors, and expand the special tracking database forstudents to include all long-term visitors.
� Reverse the recent expansion of the Visa Waiver Program that allows the entry ofnationals of 35 countries to enter without consular screening and gradually eliminateit.
� Tighten the criteria for admission of nationals of countries with active terroristorganizations in the refugee and asylum programs.
INTRODUCTION

The fact that there has been no repeat of the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks onAmerican soil has apparently encouraged the current administration to think that thesecurity measures that have been implemented since then can be relaxed. While many ofthe security lapses that allowed Al-Qaeda terrorists to take nearly 3,000 lives have beencorrected—visa screening, for example—many of the needed reforms are still in theprocess of being implemented eight years later, and several of these reforms are now beingundermined.
Of course, policymakers do not admit to trimming back on national security because theyknow that we are still living under the threat of attack by Al-Qaeda and other terroristgroups and that there are still major gaps in our security that continue to leave usvulnerable.

Security against international terrorism requires:
� effective intelligence collection overseas to identify plotters and their movements;
� effective screening of authorized travelers to the United States to screen out potentialterrorists;
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The consensus view of the intelligence community, of which DHS is a member, is that the terror threat
to the homeland is, quote, “persistent and evolving.”

—Janet Napolitano • DHS Secretary • July 29, 20091



� effective control against illegal entry into the country; and
� effective counterterrorism operationswithin the United States to identify anyonewhohasmanaged to bypass the earlier controls as well as any U.S. residents who have beenrecruited into terrorism.

If DHS Secretary Napolitano and the Obama Administration recognize that the nationremains vulnerable to international terrorism, the question is why would they willinglyrelax our security in the face of this threat? The answer is that effective counterterrorismoperations impinge on some influential domestic vested interests. Since security can neverbe absolutely assured, these vested interests insist that policymakers must balanceenhanced security with their perception of other national interests and tilt that balance intheir direction.
Travel and Hospitality Interests

These vested interests are most evident in the travel and hospitality industry. Anymeasures that deter international travel to the United States affect their profits. For thatreason, they have fought measures that might inconvenience international travelers, suchas fingerprinting them, ormeasures that would slow the flow of travelers through ports ofentry.

Those vested interests are similar to those of businesses in border states that caterto cross-border shoppers and visitors. They have lobbied their representatives in
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“…we are also keenly aware that illegal immigration is not only a matter of sovereignty but could pose a national
security threat as well. The reality that potential terrorists could use a variety of ways to enter the country illegally—
fake documents, visa overstays and even border tunnels—make this so. We may be better prepared as a nation
than we were on 9/11, but we are nowhere near as prepared as we need to be.”

—Janet Napolitano • Secretary, DHS • July 29, 20092

The National Business Travel Association (NBTA)—the business travel industry advocacy organization—
voiced concern about a plan to hold airlines and cruise lines responsible for collection of biometric
identifiers from non-U.S. citizens as they exit the country.

—NBTA Web site • May 1, 2008



Congress to oppose the adoption of entry screening that might slow the flow ofcross-border travel.
Educational Establishment Interests

The travel industry’s foot-dragging against enhanced security measures is similar toactions of the academic community, which actively opposed—albeit unsuccessfully—arequirement that they cooperate with immigration authorities in reporting on the arrival,departure, and change of status of international students. Immigration statistics recordedthe arrival during the 2008 fiscal year of more than 1.36 million foreign students andexchange visitors—and that number did not include accompanying family members. Thetuition that students pay as well as the work they perform as teaching or researchassistants affects the bottom line of the academic institutions. These institutions that areresponsible for using the Student and Exchange Visitor Information System (SEVIS) totrack these long-term nonimmigrants and identifywhen they leave the institution are oftenreluctant participants.
The Immigrant Community and Supporters

There aremany foreign-born residentswho are either illegally residing in the United Statesor have family and friends who have either illegally entered the country or, after enteringlegally, have failed to leave and lapsed into illegal status. There is also a large network oforganizations that either ideologically are supporters of open borders or simply side withthe aspirations of illegal aliens to gain a better life in the United States. Opposition toenforcement of our immigration laws is not true of all foreign-born residents. Many ofthosewho have legally immigrated share the same resentment asmost Americans againstthose who harm the image of immigrants by breaking the law.

“Canada and Mexico are two of the United States’ largest trading partners, and thousands of small
businesses throughout our country depend upon strong cross border trade for their livelihoods.”

—Rep. Gary Peters (D-Mich.) • Dear Colleague Letter • June 2009



While the immigrant activists and support groups presumably are not intending toweakenthe nation’s security against international terrorism, their activities contribute to thateffect. Organizations that lobby against interior enforcement or border fencing or set upwater stations in the desert in order to decrease the hardship of illegal entry may beunintentionally assisting the entry of intending terrorists.

Furthermore, the past activities of terrorists in the United States have been furthered bythe lax efforts at enforcement against illegal aliens. This is demonstrated by the ability ofsome of the 9/11 terrorists to exploit contacts and practices used by illegal aliens to getvalid driver’s licenses to board the airliners they commandeered in their attacks. Anotheraspect of the illegal alien presence complicating counterterrorism efforts within the UnitedStates is that the enormous presence of persons living outside the law—who are naturallyunlikely to cooperate with government agents—provides a form of natural camouflage forterrorists trying to remain undetected as they prepare for an attack.
A final connection between the immigrant support community and the terrorist threat isthat immigrant support groups are often active in lobbying the U.S. Government to increasethe intake of refugees. This includes pressure for increased admission of refugees fromIraq, Afghanistan, Somalia, and Palestine as well as from other countries where terroristgroups operate. The potential danger represented by a growing population of foreign-bornMuslimsmay be seen in the terrorist convictions of the group ofMuslim immigrants livingin the Philadelphia suburbs who plotted an attack on the Fort Dix military base in 2007.While the State Department’s refugee processors workwith intelligence operations to try
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“President Obama is taking heat from a growing number of critics on several issues. Among them are
Latino leaders who say Obama has not only continued, but expanded many Bush-era immigration
policies and tactics—such as home raids—which some see as discriminatory.”

—NPR News • August 5, 20093

“I think they [terrorist organizations] have people in America who follow and wish to participate in them,
yes, and I think one of the chief things we have to combat is a sense of complacency. ‘Hey, this was
a long time ago, it hasn’t happened again’.”

—Janet Napolitano • DHS Secretary • July 20094



to screen out anyonewith known links to terrorist organizations, the pressure to increasethe intake of refugees from these countriesmay contribute to relaxed screening standards.
THE RECORD OF THE OBAMA ADMINISTRATION

Since January of this year, the new administration has initiated several measures thatrepresent backsliding on national security protections against international terrorism.Chief among these developments are the following:
� DHS Secretary Napolitano has supported efforts in Congress to abandon the as yetunfinished REAL ID process of establishing guidelines for the states to adopt a systemof secure identification based on state-issued driver’s licenses.
� The administration has nearly abandoned interior enforcement against illegal aliensunless they are convicted of serious crimes. It has curtailed the scope of existing andfuture agreements under the 287(g) program of federal-local cooperative enforcementby restricting that program to detention and removal of major criminal aliens. Thisnot only offers a respite in the pressure on illegal aliens to return to their homecountries, it—coupled with President Obama’s support for a new amnesty for illegalaliens—sends a signal abroad that the U.S. law against illegal entry is a charade and canbe ignored.
� The administration has also announced a shift in interior enforcement againstemployers of illegal aliens. Instead of the worksite enforcement actions that werestepped up during the second term of the Bush Administration, the Immigration andCustoms Enforcement agency has now put on blinders to the illegal alienworkers andis only focusing on the employer auditing the I-9 records required for all new hires.This policy shift puts immigration law enforcers in the position of having to ignoreillegal alien workers.
� At the same time that the Obama Administration was announcing a new emphasis inenforcement against employers of illegal aliens, it abandoned implementation of the“no-match” rule, an enforcement tool against employers of illegal aliens adopted bythe Bush Administration. The discarded Executive Order required that employers takeaction to clarify the work status of employees whose Social Security numbers werenot recognized by the Social Security Administration was discarded.



Common to each of these policy shifts was the theme that aliens in the country illegallyneed not worry about apprehension and removal as long as they were not apprehendedfor the commission of a major crime. These policy shifts appear to reward the enablers ofillegal aliens for their electoral support. But, among those also benefiting from relaxedinterior immigration enforcement may be terrorists.
Viewed in their entirety, these policy shifts by the Obama Administration indicate thatpromoting amnesty for illegal aliens is a more pressing priority than minimizing the riskof another terrorist attack. The national security argument advanced in support of thisobjective is that by bringing this illegal alien population “out of the shadows” it will beconverted into law abiding residents whowill become eager to cooperate with federal andlocal law enforcement agencies in investigating crime.
Whatever the political reason for the administration’s wholesale gutting of interiorimmigration enforcement, the net result is that it increases the vulnerability of the UnitedStates to terrorism. As was the case in the months and years leading up to 9/11, we mustassume that terrorists, once again, will seek to take advantage of lax immigrationenforcement as they prepare for another deadly attack. Moreover, if the administrationwere to succeed in achieving its political goal of a sweeping amnesty for illegal aliens, itwould be virtually impossible for an overwhelmed bureaucracy to adequately scrutinizethe millions of applications. In the crush of so many applications for amnesty and thepressure to process them in a timely fashion, it is reasonable to assume that terroristswould be able to legalize their presence in the United States.

INSECURE ID

On July 22, 2009 the Department of Homeland Security issued a checklist of “Progress inImplementing 9/11 Commission Recommendations.” The checklist identified 122achievements and 46 sub-points of action. These actions included budget-related items,such as increased staffing, funding, planning, coordination, etc. Among these achievements,under the rubric of “Securing Our Borders,” the document lists support for PASS ID(S.1261) that it claims “…enhances the security of driver’s licenses while reforming andresolving many of the privacy concerns in the REAL ID Act.”
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“The new plan would still let people get licenses with fake documents,” said Rep. F. James
Sensenbrenner, Jr. (R-Wis.), who authored the 2005 [REAL-ID] legislation. “We go right back to
where we were on Sept. 10, 2001,” he said, “Maybe governors should have been in the Capitol
when we knew a plane was on its way to Washington wanting to kill a few thousand more people.”5



The following are features of the PASS ID requirements in S.1261—legislation that hasbeen endorsed by Secretary Napolitano—that differ from the requirements in the REAL IDAct that it would replace. It would:
� remove a federal standard as to what constitutes a secure ID and thereby eliminateuniform standards.
� remove the requirement for a federally recognized secure identity document to boardan aircraft.
� remove the requirement on IDs for the full name of the bearer, thereby diminishingthe ability to narrow electronic searches to the specific individual.
� allow new IDs to be issued to illegal aliens who had previous work authorization butoverstayed a visa, or who had filed an application for withholding of removal,regardless how frivolous.
� substitute the DHS Secretary’s discretion for absolute standards in certifying federallyrecognized IDs for boarding aircraft and other federal purposes.
� eliminate the requirement that states verify the authenticity of the documents uponwhich the ID is issued.
� eliminate the requirement that non-compliant IDs state that fact on the face of the ID.By contrast, the REAL ID Act contains language requiring that states, if they elect toissue a driver’s license or personal identification card that does not conform to the act,use a unique color identifier or design to alert officials that the document is not to beaccepted for any official purpose.
� allow states authority to issue IDs even to people who fail to “present necessarydocuments.”
� eliminate the requirement for digital recording of “breeder” documents, e.g. birthcertificates—and, therefore, the ability to quickly conduct rapid electronic searches toverify the authenticity of the “breeder” document.
� eliminate the requirement for “interoperability,” meaning that states would not be ableto automatically verify whether a driver’s license applicant already possesses a driver’slicense in another state.



The PASS ID legislation supported by the administration would significantly weaken thestandards for secure identity documents andwould jettison the progress alreadymade indriver’s license document security by themany states that have already adopted the REALID standards. The new standards for federally recognized identity documents that PASS IDwould establish in effect revert to the hodgepodge of differing state standards or lack ofstandards that lead up to the September 2001 attacks and which helped to make thempossible. If that were not enough, the PASS ID legislation would start a new clock onimplementation of its provisions that would add further years to the process of adoptingeven the new eroded standards.
As USA Today commented editorially on August 17, 2009, “Now, Homeland SecuritySecretary Janet Napolitano … is proposing to junk Real ID and replace it with what shesays is a practical compromise. But the new plan, PASS ID, appears to be a needless retreat.…Eight years after 9/11, requiring states to have credible driver’s licenses is not anextreme burden.”

RESTRICTED INTERIOR ENFORCEMENT

Recent progress has been achieved in interior enforcement as a result of increased federal-local cooperation. This has occurred under section 287(g) of the Immigration andNationality Act, as amended in the Illegal Immigration Reform and ImmigrantResponsibility Act of 1996. The provision allows federal immigration authorities to trainlocal law enforcement personnel in immigration law enforcement and then deputize themto detain illegal aliens and process them for deportation by the federal authorities. Therecurrently are 67 law enforcement agencies with these programs operating in 23 states,and there is a growing waiting list of additional jurisdictions that have applied to start theprogram.6 Most of the current programswere launched in 2007 or 2008. As a result of thiscooperative program, more than 78,000 illegal aliens have been turned over to ICE fordeportation.7
The DHS checklist of accomplishments states that, “In July 2009, ICE redrafted its 287(g)MOA [Memorandum of Agreement] to ensure consistency in immigration enforcementacross the country.”
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“Immigrant and civil rights advocates are asking the Obama administration to put an end to a federal
program that lets local police and sheriff's departments enforce the country's immigration laws.”

—Chicago Tribune • August 2009



What that redrafting consisted of was a restriction of the scope of immigration lawenforcement that the DHS would allow locally trained law enforcement personnel toperform. Under the revised MOA, which DHS is also imposing on local authorities thatalready have an existing MOA—under the threat of termination—the deputized lawenforcement personnel are limited in the apprehended illegal aliens that the federalauthorities will accept for deportation. They will now only accept aliens:
� convicted of a state, local or federal offense only after … such alien has concludedservice of any sentence of incarceration;
� who have prior criminal convictions and when immigration detention is required bystatute; and
� when the ICE Detention and Removal Field Office Director or his designee decides ona case-by-case basis to assume custody of an alienwho does notmeet the above criteria
This means that the 287(g) program can no longer be used to remove illegal aliens whenthey have been apprehended for offenses that do not merit the expense of trials. Thiswould seem to mean that illegal aliens apprehended for drunk driving, disturbing thepeace, domestic abuse, or similar law breaking are no longer going to be accepted fordeportation. That means they will be set loose with the potential that they will commit amore serious crime.
This change in policy means that the local law enforcement personnel deputized in the287(g) program are no longer treated as equals with immigration officials. An immigrationofficial who takes an illegal alien into custody for whatever reason does not have thediscretion of turning that person loose except in very restricted circumstances, such aswhen cooperating with law enforcement personnel in a prosecution. Yet the officerdeputized in the 287(g) program is in effect being ordered to ignore the illegal status anddeportability of some of the detained illegal aliens and to release them.
This is not an accomplishment. It is backsliding.
This new policy will encourage local law enforcement agencies to only use 287(g)programs to turn over convicted criminal aliens and those with outstanding warrants. In
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the process, they may be releasing possible terrorists who are not yet being sought by thefederal government, as was the case with some of the 9/11 terrorists who were stoppedand released by local police during the period in which they were plotting and preparingtheir attacks. In addition, by turning loose illegal aliens who have been taken into custodyfor having broken the law, the Obama Administration will be further contributing to apolicy of accommodating, and thereby encouraging, illegal immigration. This implicitmessage undermines efforts to get control over the nation’s borders as well asperpetuating the illegal alien population that offers an accommodating environment forthe operation of terrorists in our homeland.
The Obama Administration should reverse policy and welcome the assistance of

local jurisdictions aggressively identifying illegal aliens for deportation. This is an

integral element in discouraging illegal immigration by sending the message that

the United States is serious about enforcing its immigration laws and securing our

borders. Vastly improved border security is integral to enhanced security against

the terrorist threat.

E-VERIFY

Secretary Napolitano also touted as a security enhancement, her decision not to scuttlethe Bush Administration’s unimplemented regulation that requires the use of E-Verify byemployers doing business with the federal government. But, largely ignored was the factthat she restricted the use of the E-Verify system and also abandoned another enforcementtool altogether.

The Bush Administration regulation pared back by Secretary Napolitano would haverequired that federal contractors verify that all employees, including existing ones, bescreened using E-Verify. Under the newly announced policy, federal contractors would berequired to use E-Verify only to check the work authorization of new employees. This
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“Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Secretary Janet Napolitano today strengthened
employment eligibility verification by announcing the Administration’s support for a regulation that
will award federal contracts only to employers who use E-Verify to check employee work
authorization. The declaration came as Secretary Napolitano announced the Department’s intention
to rescind the Social Security No-Match Rule, which has never been implemented and has been
blocked by court order, in favor of the more modern and effective E-Verify system.”8



means that any existing illegal aliens on the payroll of companies doing business with theU.S. government are exempted from identification and dismissal.
The enforcement measure concerning “no-match” letters from the Social SecurityAdministration (SSA) that was scuttled by DHS refers to regulations proposed by DHSduring the Bush Administration. Currently, when employers are notified by the SSA that theSocial Security payroll deduction for an employee does not match any existing account,theymay ignore that noticewith impunity even though themismatchmay indicate that theemployee is using a fake Social Security number (SSN) or one that has been assigned toanother person. The Bush Administration’s proposed change would have requiredemployers to investigate the reason for the “no-match” notification, and if neither theemployer or employee could correct the record to establish a match, the employer wouldbe required to terminate the employee. This proposed system of enforcement had beendelayed as a result of a court challenge brought by business interests. If it had not beenabandoned by the Obama Administration, and had been implemented, it would have gonea long way towards putting teeth into the prohibition on employers employing illegalaliens.
The relevance of the backsliding on the identity verification for all persons working ongovernment contracts may be clearly seen in the multitude of instances since the 9/11attacks where illegal aliens have been found working in airports, military installations,and other vital areas of our nation’s infrastructure. All workers in sensitive areas as wellas in any other government funded work should be properly screened, not just new hires.
Even with the watered down E-verify system that DHS has announced its intent toimplement, illegal alien enablers are still opposed and protesting.

For the E-Verify system to have itsmaximum impact in deterring illegal immigration

and prodding those here illegally to return to their home countries, it needs to be

adopted as a national requirement for all employers. Existing illegal alien workers

should feel its impact aswell as newly arriving illegal aliens. The implementation of

the “no-match” letter screening is a worthwhile interim measure until Congress

expands the E-Verify system to all employers.
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“Those who favor a crackdown on illegal immigration say Mr. Obama has made it tougher for
authorities to act by putting restrictions on raids and by rewriting the rules on those 287(g)
agreements with local police. But immigrant rights groups… complain that his embrace of e-verify
will create problems for legal as well as illegal residents.”9



AMNESTY

There is little apparent difference between the Bush and Obama Administrations in theirsupport of an amnesty for illegal aliens (described by them euphemistically as “earnedlegalization” or “a pathway to citizenship”). Neither administration, in describing thatsupport, acknowledged the administrative nightmare of effectively screening for possibleterrorist connections the millions of illegal aliens who would apply. Experience with the1986 amnesty reveals that the restriction on the amnesty processors from sharinginformation with law enforcers resulted in rampant fraud and legal permanent residencefor hundreds of thousands of ineligible aliens.
Would it make any difference if a possible terrorist already in the country illegally wereable to gain legal residence? Legal residence would confer federal identification (an AlienIdentification Card) that would open doors to federal buildings, could be used to boardairplanes andwould allow the alien to obtain a driver’s license. All of those changeswouldfacilitate the mobility and access of the terrorist sleeper in preparing for an attack fromwithin the country.
An amnesty for illegal aliens would also dramatically reduce the number of illegal aliensin the country by use of a broad brush to confer legality on them. It could be argued thatthis would be a security enhancement inasmuch as it would bring the illegal aliens “out ofthe shadows” and end the reason for their reluctance to cooperate with law enforcementpersonnel. Some illegal alien enablers and some law enforcement personnel currentlyclaim that illegal alien-friendly “sanctuary” policies facilitate police work. However, thereis no empirical evidence to demonstrate that with protection against apprehension forbeing illegally in the country, illegal aliens are more prepared to cooperate with lawenforcement personnel. It, therefore, is similarly doubtful that an amnestywould offer anygreater likelihood of cooperation with law enforcement agencies by the amnestiedpopulation than is the case already in “sanctuary” cities.
Not all of the foreigners involved in terrorist activities in the United States have been “livingin the shadows.” For example, three of the immigrants convicted in the Fort Dix terroristplotting were legally in the country, and one of them was a naturalized U.S. citizen. Themastermind of the first World Trade Center attack, Sheik AbdelRahman, had applied forasylum and was granted legal residence as a refugee.
In addition, the adoption of an amnesty for illegal aliens would send a powerful messageabroad that the United States is prepared to disregard violation of our immigration law.
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This was the message communicated by the 1986 mass amnesty and subsequent mini-amnesties, and it would be underscored if a newmass amnesty is adopted. The aftermathof the 1986 amnesty was a steady growth in the number of aliens taking up illegalresidence in the country. There is every reason to expect the same result from a newamnesty.
What an amnestymeans for national security is that efforts to gain control over our

borders and to screen out aliens fraudulently entering the country at legal ports of

entry will continue to be frustrated. That implies the unnecessary perpetuation of

an environment in which successful entry into the country by intending terrorists

either fraudulently or by stealth is probable. That is a national security risk that is

unnecessary and should be rejected.

OTHER VULNERABILITIESPrevious reports that have addressed our continuing vulnerability to internationalterrorist attack have outlined other vulnerabilities that persist today. These issues arenoted here only in passing because there has been no significant change with the changein administration.
Entry-Exit Database

Key to identifying foreigners in the country who may have entered as visitors or studentsor some other nonimmigrant status who have stayed illegally is having an electronicdatabase that matches entries with exits. This has been on the agenda since Congressstudied the need to improve security following the firstWorld Trade Center terrorist attackin February 1993.
Section 110 of the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996(IIRIRA) mandated the establishment of such a database. But that law was reversed evenbefore it took effect as a result of efforts by border merchants and hospitality industry
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“Terrorists will continue to try to evade U.S. border security measures and place operatives inside the
mainland to carry out attacks, the 38-page assessment said. It also said that they may pose as refugees
or asylum seekers or try to exploit foreign travel channels such as the visa waiver program, which
allows citizens of 34 countries to enter the U.S. without visas.”10

—AP Report on DHS’s 5-Year Security Threat Assessment • 2008



lobbyists. So when the 9/11 terrorists entered the country we had no such system, andwe still today do not have a comprehensive electronic entry-exit system despite therenewed requirement adopted in the USA Patriot Act in October 2001 in response to the9/11 attacks.
Improved security has been achieved in the form of a separate electronic database forinternational students and exchange visitors and in collecting biometric identification fromarriving foreigners, but there is as yet no similar collection of matching information ondeparting foreigners. Thus, the immigration authorities can determine where andwhen aforeigner being sought as a result of an intelligence lead entered the country, but theycannot identify whether that individual is still in the country—except for students.Furthermore, tests of systems to collect departure information at air and seaports do notyet appear to be close to shutting that loophole, and even if that is achieved, the collectionof similar entry and exit electronic records at land ports has all but been abandoned byDHS.
Amodern society living under the threat of international terrorism that has already

demonstrated its enormous potential for taking lives and inflicting enormous

destruction cannot afford to disregard the need to effectively regulate the entry and

exit of foreigners. A comprehensive electronic entry-exit database of foreign visitors

must be rapidly implemented, and the special tracking database for students and

exchange visitors should be expanded to include all long-term visitors, such as

temporary workers.

Visa Waivers

Arriving international visitors are screened twice. Once when they apply for a visa (orBorder Crossing Card) and once when they arrive at a U.S. port of entry. The exception isfor travelers from countries that have been designated as eligible for participation in theVisa Waiver Program (VWP). Those travelers are screened only when they arrive at a U.S.port of entry.
Rather than ending the VWP in light of the terrorist threat, it has been expanded. In 2008,the number of countries designated was expanded to 35 with the addition of the Czech
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Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, the Republic of Korea, and the SlovakRepublic.
In a new development, travelers from the 35 countries are required to electronicallysubmit advance notice of their travel plans so that look-out lists can be checked, but thatis a poor substitute for screening by a consular officer abroad who may interview theapplicant for a visa about the purpose of the visit.
The VWPhas been created,made permanent, and expanded at the urging of the U.S.

travel and hospitality industries with little regard to national security. It is a

dangerous security loophole and should be abolished.

Refugee Recruitment

The U.S. organizations—often offshoots of religious organizations—that are paid toresettle refugees in the United States regularly press the U.S. Government to admit everlarger numbers of refugees even though the United States already admits more refugeesfor permanent resettlement than all other nations combined. In the process, theseorganizations have pressed for increased admission of displaced populations fromcountries that have active terrorist organizations.
There have been efforts by some likely terrorists to get into the United States as refugees,and the program is susceptible to penetration by terrorist groups according to a StateDepartment official.11 There has also been found to be rampant fraud in the programresulting from previously admitted refugees identifying unrelated refugee applicants asfamilymembers in order to qualify them for visas. This latter problem has resulted in newgenetic screening of refugee applicants, but that obviously will not identify terroristconnections.
To lessen the possibility of the humanitarian refugee programbeing used as ameans

for terrorists to enter the country, the intake of persons from countries with active

terrorist organizations should be limited to special circumstances such as for

persons who have been employed by the U.S. government—but only if there is

credible evidence that they have a well founded fear of a threat to their life if they

were to return to their country. A similar tightening should apply to foreigners from

those same countries who are already in the United States and ask for refugee

protection by applying for asylum.
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BORDER CONTROL

DHS Secretary Napolitano has experiencewith the importance of border security becauseof her experience as governor of Arizona. DHS has continued under her leadership toincrease border control resources. Yet there is no evidence that she understands thatprevention is more important than remedial action. It is important to have the ability toapprehend aliens when they illegally enter the country, but that capability will besubstantially enhanced if the number of persons trying to cross illegally into our countryis significantly reduced.
To significantly reduce illegal entry, it is essential to convince potential illegal aliens thatthey will not succeed in finding a job in the United States if they manage to sneak past theBorder Patrol. That clearly requires the effective implementation of a system to deny jobsto the illegal aliens and an aggressive interior enforcement capability to identify andremove those who are illegally in the country. It is often forgotten that a large share of theillegal alien population entered the country legally and then stayed illegally. Greater bordercontrol will not address the problem of those illegal aliens, but effectively denying jobsand greater interior enforcement will increase security against this population.

Despite continuing efforts to improve border control, probes of the nation’s defensesagainst entry by terrorists continue to document loopholes in our defenses both at theborder and at legal ports of entry. In the past year investigations have revealed that personson the FBI’s terrorist watch list were allowed to enter the country. The GovernmentAccountability Office uncovered “…the continued existence of significant fraudvulnerabilities in the [U.S.] passport issuance process.13 These and other instances ofdemonstrated security vulnerabilities underscore the fact that the nation cannot affordbacksliding on national security. To do so invites international terrorists to launch theirnext attack.
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“U.S. counterterrorism officials have authenticated a video by an Al Qaeda recruiter threatening to
smuggle a biological weapon into the United States via tunnels under the Mexican border, the
latest sign of the terrorist group’s determination to stage another mass-casualty attack on the U.S.
homeland,” a [May 7, 2009] report [in] theWashington Times has said. “The video aired earlier this
year as a recruitment tool makes clear that Al Qaeda is looking to exploit weaknesses in U.S. border
security and also is willing to ally itself with white militia groups or other anti-government entities
interested in carrying out an attack inside the United States,” according to counterterrorism officials
interviewed by The Washington Times.12



CONCLUSION

The constant flow of foreigners into the country both legally and illegally is too large to everallow confidence that international terrorists will not slip into that flow. Theymay succeedin entering with a visa obtained through fraud, or without a visa in the Visa WaiverProgram, or theymay sneak into the country across our still porous borders. But that doesnot mean that we can relax our efforts to minimize the possibility that a terrorist will beable to successfully enter and be able to operate undetected in our country.
Trying to identify and apprehend the terrorist entering the countrymay seem like findingthe needle in the haystack, but that does notmean the effort should be abandoned, becausethe consequences of failure are too great. And it should be obvious that the smaller thehaystack, the greater the likelihood of success in finding the needle. That is why it is soimportant to adopt the measures needed to deter illegal entry and status violation byforeigners. They constitute the haystack that decreases the chance of identifying theterrorist.
Congress recognized in the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 that the key todiminishing illegal immigrationwas to deny jobs to illegal alienworkers. But the loopholesthat were adopted in that legislation coupled with the amnesty for the illegal alienpopulation at that time have not only thwarted achievement of the objective of diminishingillegal immigration, they have resulted in an even larger problem. Yet, the proposal for“comprehensive immigration reform” being advanced today by policymakers is modeledon the 1986 approach with a new amnesty for the current millions of illegal aliens andtightened restrictions on hiring new illegal workers. Repeating the errors of the past isnot a formula that promises the future success that the nation needs when the publicremains under the threat of international terrorism.
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